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Abstract
The campaign in the Low Countries led by governor-general Alexander Farnese from October 1578 onwards resulted in the reconquest of more cities for the King of Spain than had been achieved by any of his predecessors or successors. It serves here as a starting point for a contextual analysis of the relationship between the ruler and the city defiant during the Dutch Revolt, not only to cast new light on the oft-neglected and complex Spanish Habsburg policies, but also to understand the broader context of questions of resistance and reconciliation during the Dutch Revolt. Most capitulation treaties accorded by Farnese show at least four features at odds with the pattern of repression of urban revolts. The governor aimed at keeping the civic patrimony intact, he granted full pardon and oblivion, he conditionally restored urban privileges and he often felt obliged not to insist on immediate reconciliation with the Catholic Church. The divergent reactions to this Habsburg policy indicate that the Dutch Revolt showed striking features of a civil war, in which not only the conditions of revolt but also of reconciliation caused discord.
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Introduction
In his recent and refreshing monograph on the political culture of the Dutch Revolt, Peter Arnade underlined (amongst many other things) how the urban centers of the Netherlands provided a resourceful laboratory for revolt against Philip II. In the sixth chapter of his book, Arnade shows how from 1572 until 1577 the repeated sacks of rebel cities and the mutinies of Habsburg troops fuelled civic resistance within city walls. The outrage was gradually framed as a legitimated fight for privileges and “freedom” against
the triad of “Spanish soldiers, Furies and King.” Here, the subsequent campaign waged by the Habsburg governor-general Alexander Farnese from October 1578 onwards offers the starting point for a contextual investigation of the relationship between ruler and the city defiant during the Dutch Revolt. Contrary to the analysis offered by Arnade, this contribution will mostly shed light on the Spanish Habsburg strategies before and after besieging a city, while highlighting the ambiguities in the policymaking of the Spanish Crown. This reassessment of the strategies towards defiant and reconciled cities is not only necessary to cast new light on Habsburg tactics, which are often neglected, but also to understand the broader context of questions of resistance and reconciliation during the Dutch Revolt.

As a clever strategist, the Prince (and later Duke) of Parma reconquered many cities for Philip II, more than any of his predecessors or successors, and this despite the considerable losses at the end of his career. Depending on the historiographical tradition, this campaign has been very differently assessed. Parma was held responsible for dividing the Netherlands with overwhelming military force as he accomplished a *reconquista* in the Low Countries, similar to the Spanish recapture of the Iberian Peninsula from the Moors. In most accounts, early modern or subsequent, the “fall” of Antwerp in 1585 sealed the separation of the Seventeen Provinces into the Spanish Netherlands and the Dutch Republic. However, at the same time,
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the campaign also gave birth to a *leyenda rosa*, a more rosy-colored legend, according to which Farnese won the Flemish and Brabantine cities by diplomacy and clemency, thus laying the foundation of “Belgian unity.” This may derive from the hagiographical tendency inherent in the genre of biography, but it also echoes sixteenth-century readings of Farnese’s campaign. The capitulation treaties signed by the cities he subdued were often presented as treaties of reconciliation. Farnese’s contemporary enemies also acknowledged his penchant for clemency when signing capitulations, although they evidently warned citizens not to put any trust in this.

At first sight, this contradictory appreciation by contemporaries and historians makes Farnese’s campaign something of a puzzle, especially in comparison to the regime of his predecessors Alba and Don Juan. To make sense of it, we have to broaden our focus from the combat and the capitulation, to include the preceding negotiations and the clauses of the final treaties. At the same time, we should not only explore the city defiant, but also the city reconciled. In challenging the Black Legend, a leading historian such as Geoffrey Parker has thus concentrated too strictly on the “etiquette of atrocity” and the “logistics of warfare.” Warfare was part of a wider process; equally important were propaganda, political thought, and reconciliatory gestures, as has already been established for other major events during the Dutch Revolt. This contribution will therefore draw on three types of sources: the official and private correspondence between
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5 For instance by an anonymous secretary labeling them as *conférences et traièctes de réconciliation* for the dossier in the *Archivo General de Simancas*, folder name for documents in AGS, SP 2562.


7 One exception is María Rodríguez-Salado, “Amor, menosprecio y motines: Felipe II y las ciudades de los Países Bajos antes de la Revolución,” in *Ciudades en conflicto (siglos XVI-XVIII)*, ed. J.I. Fortea and J.E. Gelabert (Madrid, 2008), 181-219.

Farnese and King Philip II, the treaties between the governor and the capitulated cities, and contemporary pamphlets discussing the Habsburg strategies.9 As will be shown, the military, political, legal, and religious spheres were closely intertwined, and as a result, Farnese was not always the protagonist in his own military campaign.

I

Assuming the governorship of the Netherlands upon the death of Don Juan de Austria in October 1578, Alexander Farnese was immediately trapped in the strategic dilemma of how to pacify the Dutch Revolt. From 1566 onwards, this conflict had developed out of noble discontent, reformed ambitions, and civic outrage over the repression and the behavior of “foreign” soldiers. Under the governorship of Don Juan, then, the political and religious crisis in the Seventeen Provinces had become wide-ranging: only the two provinces of Luxemburg and Namur still supported the King, while the other fifteen provinces defended the authority of the States General, based on the Pacification of Ghent of 1576. When Farnese was invested as governor, however, Philip II had already agreed to hold official peace negotiations with the States General under imperial mediation in Cologne. At the same time, Don Juan had started unofficial talks with contacts in Artois and Hainaut who were disposed towards reconciliation with the King after measures for religious toleration had been permitted by the States General. As the most desirable strategy for restoring order in the Low Countries, Farnese thus had the choice between three options: continuing the fight in Brabant and beyond, negotiating a *pacification générale* with imperial mediation or working towards a smaller *réconciliation particulière* with his own envoys. Initially, he ran all three strategies side by side. He agreed to the Cologne peace talks reluctantly, only permitting them on condition that they would not interfere with the ultimately
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successful siege of Maastricht. In any case, he preferred the option of a “particular reconciliation.”

Farnese had read the situation correctly: Artois, Hainaut, Walloon Flanders, and a series of nobles accepted a mediated reconciliation with the King. In May 1579, the Treaty of Arras was concluded, and in September 1579, a revised Treaty of Mons sealed the reconciliation of those regions with the King. Both treaties consented to the ratification of the Pacification of Ghent, a new political regime and above all, the departure of the “foreign” troops. All parties agreed on again accepting Catholicism as the exclusive religion. Afterwards, Mechelen, S-Hertogenbosch, and Groningen also accepted reconciliation on the same terms, just as did a number of nobles from the leading families Lalaing, Egmond, and Croÿ.\(^\text{10}\) The Revolt was now pacified amongst the majority of the noble elites, whose discontent had sparked the conflict, and the unrest had abated in the regions where Calvinism and the Iconoclastic Fury had been particularly strong. Still, the general peace negotiations with the States General in Cologne failed, after which Philip II decided to outlaw William of Orange and his adherents. The States General responded with the abjuration of the King in 1581, choosing the Duke of Anjou as their new protector.\(^\text{11}\)

For Farnese, it was clear that he could no longer aspire to a more broadly negotiated reconciliation comparable to that in and around the year 1579, but that he had to try to influence each city in Flanders and Brabant individually. In 1580, the governor vainly offered Brussels the opportunity of a negotiated reconciliation with the King, declaring that as the most important city of the pays de pardeça, it would be normal if they accepted a royal pardon and returned to the King.\(^\text{12}\) The reconciled provinces and nobles, however, made a priority of the reconquest of Tournai, which,


\(^{12}\) *Lettres de Monseigneur le Prince de Parme,…. Adressantes aux Bourgemaistres, Eschevin, etc.…. et habitans de la Ville de Bruxelles: Par lesquelles son Excellence leur presente la grace de sa Maiesté: moyennant leur reconciliation*, 6/10/1580, Mons, Vélpeus (K. 547, TEMPO 30666).
prior to its fall in November 1581, was the only remaining rebellious enclave in so-called Walloon territory. After the subsequent agreement for the return of Spanish and Italian troops, in April 1582, Farnese embarked on his military campaign by raising the siege of Oudenaarde, not coincidentally the birthplace of his mother, Margaret of Parma, natural daughter of Emperor Charles V. By the winter of 1583, despite several losses, he had conquered the ports of Flanders and encircled the larger cities there, taking Ypres, Bruges, and Ghent in the following year. In 1585, he led his troops through Brabant, winning back for the King the cities of Brussels, Mechelen, and most famously Antwerp. In this way, Farnese succeeded in ousting the Duke of Anjou and in crushing the Calvinist Republics in Flanders and Brabant.

Geoffrey Parker and many others have compellingly shown that Farnese demonstrated military supremacy, managing to control the ever insecure Habsburg logistics of war. In many ways, the Prince of Parma was the right man in the right place, and it may have been his own awareness of this that in 1580 led him to oppose the royal proposal that his mother should assume the task of governor-general while he concentrated exclusively on the task of captain-general. The young commander had gained his military experience as a lieutenant of his friend Don Juan in the victory of Lepanto in 1571 and in the Low Countries campaign from September 1577 onwards. Moreover, he was assisted by Italian engineers, who helped him construct a chain of fortresses and river blockades in Flanders and Brabant. With the same strategic insight, he soon turned the conquered Flemish harbors into landing stages and strongholds of royal privateers. However, his projects were often delayed by a shortage of funds. Philip II only made substantial sums available after the conquest of the Azores in 1583, at the urgent request of Alexander’s main councilor, Jean Richardot, who was sent to Madrid to make the case in person. It is significant that Farnese’s main victories took place after this money had arrived in the Netherlands, and after the Netherlands had regained priority in the Grand

13 Van der Essen, El Ejército Español, passim.
14 Hugo de Schepper, “Le voyage difficile de Marguerite de Parme en Franche-Comté et en Flandre 1580-1583,” in Margherita d’Austria (1522-1586: Costruzioni politiche e diplomazia, tra corte Farnese e Monarchia spagnola, ed. Sabina Mantini (Rome, 2003), 127-140.
Strategy of the King.\textsuperscript{17} Alexander Farnese’s campaign in the Low Countries thus reflects the changes brought by the Military Revolution in early modern warfare: the explosive growth of expensive armies, the importance of fortifications, and the concomitant rise in significance of protracted sieges.\textsuperscript{18}

Despite his impressive military record for the period up to 1585-1586, Alexander Farnese’s reputation was subsequently tarnished by the loss of Nijmegen, Zutphen, Deventer and the fortified cities around Groningen, and above all by the defeat of the Invincible Armada in 1588 and the perilous campaign in France in 1591-2. In fact, during his triumphant march through Flanders and Brabant, Farnese had above all exploited the setbacks of his enemies. The “French Furies,” by which Anjou seized several smaller cities in January 1583, eventually meant the end of French support for the States General. The murder of Prince William of Orange in July 1584 further weakened the position of the United Provinces. These were the moments when Farnese won his most important victories. As the States General established its own power, the Prince of Parma was put in a weaker position. The English military aid to the States General in August 1585 seriously diminished the Habsburg chances of recovering Holland and Zeeland, even if Farnese was temporarily helped by English furies and English defections.\textsuperscript{19} The appointment in 1589 of Prince Maurice of Nassau, once hailed as the most notable protagonist of the early modern Military Revolution, contributed to the emerging professionalization of the army of the States General. Faced with these challenges, Farnese lost much of the more northern territory.\textsuperscript{20} Admittedly, Farnese had never approved of the Habsburg campaigns against either the English or the French, but by then Philip II no longer heeded the advice of his governor-general, who

\textsuperscript{17} Geoffrey Parker, \textit{The Grand Strategy of Philip II} (New Haven, 1998).
was regarded as a maverick. However brilliant Farnese may have been as a military commander, his campaign was affected by the much broader system of Habsburg international relations. In the end, as a Prince and from 1586 as Duke of Parma, Farnese's actions were in keeping with his noble status and ancestry. On the battlefield, he fought for his King, ultimately aiming to safeguard the monarchy as the most viable political system. He defended the will of God, ultimately aiming to maintain the exclusive position of Catholicism. And of course he fought for fame, ultimately aiming to gain honor for the House of Parma, in accordance with the desire of his “Italian” dynasty to regain the citadel of Piacenza, as has been set out by María Rodríguez-Salgado. In 1556, Alexander’s father had received Parma and Piacenza as a fief from the King of Spain, but Philip II had kept a Spanish garrison in the citadel of Piacenza. As a result, Alexander himself had been raised at the Spanish Court, effectively a hostage to reinforce the Habsburg-Farnese agreement. The Farnese lineage, however, proved resilient: their many tasks in the Habsburg composite state were aimed at recovering the citadel of Piacenza. Alexander realized that military success in the Netherlands could gain favors not only for himself, but for the Farnese dynasty in general. And indeed, after the fall of Antwerp Philip II showed his gratitude to Farnese by returning the citadel of Piacenza to him and by honoring him with a knighthood in the Order of the Golden Fleece. Nonetheless, as soon as Farnese thereafter started monopolizing the King’s patronage in the Low Countries, by diverting funds for the army, he fell out of grace with his patron and he placed himself in a vulnerable position at the Spanish Court. Farnese might have been the superior strategist, but he only achieved his military victories when the necessary funds were available and when the enemy was internally weakened, and only at times when Philip II favored him personally.
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22 María Rodríguez-Salgado, “‘Almost a royal eagle’: Alexander Farnese and the Spanish Monarchy,” Alessandro Farnese and the Low Countries (forthcoming).
23 Farnese to Juan de Idiáquez, 14/04/1584: AGS E 1486 fo. 47 (original).
II

The struggle between cities and their rulers has long been interpreted as a clash of different logics, particularly since the studies conducted by Charles Tilly and Wim Blockmans. For the highly urbanized Low Countries, this analysis seems particularly accurate: the Burgundian Dukes and their Habsburg successors aimed to crush urban opposition—if necessary by the total destruction of a city—whereas the rich and powerful cities fought for privileges and so-called “liberties.” Wim Blockmans and Marc Boone even discerned a “Burgundian scenario of repression” of city revolts with removal of privileges, the imposition of heavy fines, the dismantling of crucial urban spaces, and ritual punishments. Peter Arnade has more recently shown how the same antagonism between ruler and city was at play during the Dutch Revolt. The royal troops’ cruel sacks and furies, most notably in Mechelen, Zutphen, and Naarden in 1572-1573, certainly echoed the Burgundian sacks of Dinant and Liège, and the Habsburg destruction of Thérouanne and Hesdin. In the same light, Alexander in 1578 sacked the small Brabantine city of Zichem and in 1579 the more important city of Maastricht. Like many of his predecessors,

28 Arnade, Beggars, 212-215.
he routinely allowed his troops to pillage the countryside when he was short of funds.

Nevertheless, Farnese continually reassessed this general “Burgundian scenario” in the light of the changing circumstances of war and economy. After the fall of Oudenaarde, for example, Farnese argued that it was now better to keep cities intact and undamaged, abandoning the path of “rigor,” even though the Habsburgs were entitled to destroy the city and banish the rebels. When, in 1585, Philip II suggested destroying a city in Gelre in order to prompt others to seek reconciliation—as had happened in Zutphen in 1573—Farnese reiterated that it was better not to punish cities that had already capitulated. He thus wanted to inspire reconciliation by limiting royal destruction. The King readily agreed to this new approach, probably under the influence of Cardinal Granvelle. Philip II even urged his governor to consult local civic magistrates more often, instead of the military commanders “who always choose the most severe solution.”29 In any case, the long blockades had reduced most of the besieged citizens to starvation and penury already, so the military commander did not feel the need to punish the citizens further by dismantling their civic patrimony. Time and again, the governor-general expressed his concern at economic setbacks, poor harvests, and epidemics in the reconciled cities.30

Remarkably, after the capitulation, Farnese was always willing to grant a full pardon to the conquered cities and citizens to facilitate reconciliation. This had not been the case under Alba, who had been very selective in offering pardon to reconquered cities.31 A pardon provided immunity from prosecution, the resumption of all political and economic activities, and the return of any confiscated property. The clauses of pardon included in the capitulation treaties were cast as a sign of the virtue of “clemency.” As legal anthropologists have pointed out, a pardon also re-established the dialogue between the King and his repentant vassals.32 Usually, Farnese


30 Farnese to Mondragón, 17/7/1582: AGR PEA 1751/2, unnumbered leaf, see *CPh* II, 318 (645); on the Flemish cities, Farnese to Philip II, 20/04/1584: AGR PEA 188 fos. 22-24 (minute), see *CPh* II, 466-467 (999).

31 Parker, “The Etiquette of Atrocity.”

granted a pardon to the corps de la ville as well as the bourgeois et anciens manans; increasingly, he also granted oubli du passé, a kind of amnesty wider than a pardon. This oubli du passé was an important means of forgiving and forgetting what had happened. Also in the French Wars of Religion, it provided a tool for political and confessional reconciliation. In the Southern Netherlands, however, it served as a means of forgetting the “heretical past,” whereas the political culture of the insurgents was very much founded upon the duty to spread the tales of persecution and repression to keep their memory alive.

In addition, the Habsburg position on the restriction of urban privileges was continuously reassessed throughout Farnese’s campaign. Backed by the Council of Troubles, the Duke of Alba had abrogated many privileges in his repression of the Iconoclastic Fury and of the rebellion of the Prince of Orange and the Beggars. The most enigmatic event was probably the transfer of the privileges of Utrecht from the city hall to the Habsburg citadel Vredenburg. Nevertheless, as early as 1574, Alba’s successor promised the States General that he would respect all local and provincial privileges, in order to appease discontent. This promise was endorsed by the King and later codified in the Eternal Edict of 1577 and the Treaty of Arras and Mons in 1579. Similar offers were made in 1579 during the peace negotiations in Cologne, showing that not all privileges had yet been restored, but at least that the new royal approach favored appeasement and reconciliation on the sensitive issue of privileges. In this context, it makes sense that most treaties of reconciliation negotiated by Farnese did not overtly restrict the city’s privileges, as had previously been the practice. On the contrary, most treaties announced the restoration of all privileges, whether “those held before the troubles” or “those held under the Emperor.” However, beneath these rather clement promises was another more menacing level: for a city like Ghent the restoration of privileges meant a return to the loathed imperial Concessio Carolina of 1540, which had been
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33 Traité de reconciliation de la ville de Niemmeghen, 15/04/1585: AGR PEA 591 fo. 68v (copy) and AGR PEA 1437/5 (folder 5), unnumbered leaf.
34 Penny Roberts, “The Languages of Peace during the French Religious Wars,” Cultural and Social History 4 (2007): 293-311; see the VNC-project led by Judith Pollmann at the University of Leiden: Tales of the Revolt, Memory, Oblivion and Identity in the Low Countries, 1566-1700: http://www.hum.leiden.edu/history/talesoftherevolt/.
35 Declaration of Requesens to the States General, 06/11/1574: AGS E 2842, unnumbered (point 6, f. 2/1v); Eeuwich edict ende gebodt opt accord gedaen, tuschen heere Johan van Oistenrijck . . ., Antwerp, Christoffel Plantijn, 1577 (Van Alphen 19/TEMPO 46273).
annulled during the Calvinist Republic. In the case of Brussels and Mechelen, the privileges remained subject to a later negotiation. In addition, guilds, civic militias, chambers of rhetoric and confraternities faced heavy problems in the restoration of their privileges.

The most crucial point concerning privileges of the city was the appointment of a new civic magistracy, which in circumstances of war often required the establishment of an entirely new city council. Philip II attached great importance to this “purification” of the city councils, as he thought it to be the most important means for restoring “order” and “the obedience of his subjects.”\(^36\) On the ground, however, Farnese had to mediate between immediately integrating the reconciliati and rehabilitating those loyalists that had fled or been exiled during the rebellion.\(^37\) Often, he lacked candidates meeting the conditions of good past behavior and Catholicism. For the Flemish port cities, he even admitted to having chosen “Catholics and the moins mauvais.”\(^38\) Obviously, in this context, the appointment of a new city council involved an outright violation of the city’s privileges, which often provided for an element of continuity and even co-optation between successive councils. In Antwerp, for example, it was impossible to allow the rebel council, which included many Calvinists, to appoint its successor. Instead, Farnese relied on the advice of his most important ministers and even of the archbishop of Mechelen. Still, only 4 of the 18 newly appointed members in the magistrate of Antwerp had even held office before 1579.\(^39\) For the royal commissioners, however, there was less of a contradiction between the appointment of a new council and the restitution of privileges to reconquered cities. In Zutphen, for example, the citizens wanted the magistrate to comprise eighteen men, representing the four guilds, as had been the case before Alba’s reduction of the council to twelve representatives. The royal commissioners protested that it was

\(^36\) Philip II to Farnese: AGR PEA 179 fos. 153-156 (original), see Lefèvre, CPh II, 448-449 (963): “avecq le renouvellement des magistratz considéré que le principal point de l’obeissance des subiectz avecq tout ce qui depend de la police, gist en la bonne election et choix des magistratz.”


\(^38\) Farnese to Philip II, 26/09/1583: AGR PEA 187 fos. 185-191 (minute), see Lefèvre, CPh II, 409-411 (867): “prenant les catholicques et moins mauvais.”

\(^39\) Guido Marnef, “Reconquering a Rebellious City: Alessandro Farnese and the Siege and Recatholicization of Antwerp,” in Alexander Farnese and the Low Countries (forthcoming), passim.
not even possible to find twelve Catholics who had not fled and were wealthy enough to hold office. Nevertheless, the royal commissioners insisted on restoring and respecting the city’s privileges.40

The organization of urban defense was historically another bone of contention between cities and their rulers. Under the regime of the States General, many so-called “Spanish” citadels had been destroyed, out of revenge against the Spanish soldiers stationed or mutinying there. However, in most cities Farnese thought it prudent to reconstruct the citadel, so that the soldiers did not have to be billeted on citizens. Farnese therefore urged the reconstruction of the citadels of Antwerp and Ghent, but he was wise enough not to put townspeople too much in charge. For his Joyous Entry into Antwerp, he even covered the citadel with luxury textiles, in order to soften its symbolic threat.41 Which troops were permitted to enter the city was also a sensitive matter, especially given the many “furies” that cities had endured. For the Flemish port cities for example, Farnese negotiated an agreement in which only troops approved by the citizens could enter the city.42 In Bruges, he even agreed no longer to maintain a garrison in the city, although he admitted that this made him feel subject to the “good will” of the citizens.43

So, as Alba had done, Farnese tried to find an individual compromise between punishment and clemency for each city. He wanted to hit Ghent harder than Bruges, to punish the city for breaking off reconciliation negotiations. So while prepared to forgive the city, like a lenient father towards enfans desvoyez, he wanted “just like Charles V” to have six citizens put to judgment, and the city council “to humiliate themselves, to show all subservience and obedience necessary and to declare to accept everything what the King offered to them.” Due to renewed war, the ceremony never took place.44 Equally, harsher conditions were imposed on Brussels and Mechelen

40 Memorandum on the renewal of the magistrate in Zutphen: AGR PEA 1437/6 (folder 6), unnumbered leaf.
41 Farnese to Philip II, 30/09/1585: AGS E 589 fo. 80, see Lefèvre, CPhII III, fos. 55-56 (131); M. Thøfner, A Common Art: Urban Ceremonial in Antwerp and Brussels during and after the Dutch Revolt (Zwolle, 2007).
42 Points et articles accordés par le prince de Parme aux bourgeois de Nieuport et aux soldats étant en garnison dans cette ville, 23/7/1583: AGR PEA 591 fos. 38v-39 (copy).
43 Farnese to Philip II, 15/1/1585: AGR PEA 188 fos. 119-120 (minute), see Lefèvre, CPhIII, 5 (6).
44 Reconciliation treaty Ghent, 17/10/1584: AGR PEA 591 fo. 95, ed. L.P. Gachard, BCRH, 3.s., 13, 104-108, “en que lesdicts députez, se humilians et démonstrans toute
than on their Flemish counterparts. Only Antwerp, thanks to its central importance, was really able to negotiate a better deal, even though the city had resisted the longest before capitulation.\textsuperscript{45} On the whole, Farnese did show a willingness to make some concessions in the political sphere, but each of these was carefully measured, and ultimately aimed at restoring royal authority.

\section*{III}

The provision of a temporary \textit{ius emigrandi} for Protestants has often been cited as the most concrete example of Spanish concessions during Farnese’s campaign. Some, but certainly not all, treaties of reconciliation allowed Protestant citizens to remain in the reconquered city for a limited period of time, and even to profess their religion privately during this period of grace as long as they did not cause scandal. These protestant citizens were also given permission to sell their property when they decided to emigrate, and even some time after they had left. Protestants who wanted to stay permanently, however, would still have to be reconciled to the Catholic Church. Such clauses in the treaties of capitulation could easily serve to stress that the King had designs upon neither “the body nor the property” of his subjects, and that he wanted in so far as possible to keep the economy running. The length of the term allowed for reconciliation or departure served as a means of more lenient or severe punishment: Bruges received the most favorable conditions, with no deadline whatsoever being imposed; the protestants of Ghent and Brussels were granted two years, those of Mechelen seven months, and of Ypres nothing. Again, only Antwerp's magistrates negotiated hard on this point and obtained a \textit{ius emigrandi} for four years, where Farnese had only wanted to grant three.

Even if the \textit{ius emigrandi} was only a temporary concession, the clauses were remarkable for many reasons. Firstly, royal anti-heresy legislation had always prescribed confiscation of goods and imprisonment for heretics, with all property rights forfeit, so there would never have been any question of selling goods when or after emigrating.\textsuperscript{46} Secondly, Philip II had always refused solutions that too closely resembled the Peace of Augsburg

\begin{quote}
submission et obéissance, déclaroient estre prestz d’accepter et se contenter de tout ce que de la part de Sa Majesté leur seroit offert.”
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{45} Marnef, “Reconquering a City,” passim.

or other imperial concessions, and here there was a clear resemblance to that treaty’s Abzugsrecht.\textsuperscript{47} Thirdly, when the King had previously granted general pardons during the Revolt, he had always insisted on prior reconciliation with the Catholic Church as a condition of clemency. The system of the \textit{ius emigrandi} thus temporarily abandoned this condition by only imposing conversion at the end of the period of grace.\textsuperscript{48}

Still, Farnese himself never gladly granted the \textit{ius emigrandi}, doing so only when constrained to by his representative at the negotiation table. Often, instigators or prominent Calvinists were not granted a pardon, even though the treaties for Zutphen and Steenbergen, for instance, allowed them to appeal for clemency after reconciliation with the Catholic Church.\textsuperscript{49} On each occasion, the governor asked the advice of bishops and theologians. For the negotiations with Bruges, he invited not only the bishop of Bruges, but also those of Roermond and Tournai for a four-hour deliberation.\textsuperscript{50} During the siege of Antwerp, he consulted the bishops of Mechelen and Antwerp, but also the papal nuncio Francisco Bonhomini.\textsuperscript{51} Whenever possible, Farnese did not include the \textit{ius emigrandi} clause. Like his predecessors, he did not understand why the bishops would concede even more than he himself would permit.\textsuperscript{52} Despite the official pardon and terms of reconciliation, the governor still ordered enquiries into the ‘most pernicious’ heretics, or those “causing scandal.”\textsuperscript{53} Whereas in the political


\textsuperscript{49} \textit{Pardon de la ville de Zutphen}, 02/1585: AGR PEA 591 fo. 51 and ARA PEA 1437/6, unnumbered leaf (minute); \textit{Pardon de la ville de Steenberghe}, 2/1584: AGR PEA 591 fos. 44-46.

\textsuperscript{50} Farnese to Philip II, 21/05/1584: AGS E 588 fo. 32, see Lefèvre, \textit{CPh} II, 477-479 (1014).

\textsuperscript{51} Marnef, “Reconquering a Rebellious City,” and Van der Essen, \textit{Alexandre Farnèse}, I, 114-116 and 125-127.

\textsuperscript{52} Philip II to Farnese, 17/08/1585: AGS E 589 fo. 33, see Lefèvre, \textit{CPh} III, 45 (109) and Farnese to Philip II, 6/06/1585: AGS E 589 fo. 101, see Lefèvre, \textit{CPh} III, 35 (81).

\textsuperscript{53} Farnese to Philip II, 26/09/1583: AGR PEA 187 fos. 185-191 (minute), see Lefèvre, \textit{CPh} II, 409-411 (867): “aians aussi ordonné commissaires, pour informer des plus pernicieux demourez en villes.”
sphere, he showed a readiness to make concessions, in the religious sphere he was much more reluctant.

What to the King and his governor looked like a generous concession in fide, brought little comfort to convinced Protestants: in the end, they still had to leave and sell their goods, and they received no formal recognition of their faith. When the offer of ius emigrandi was discussed in the peace negotiations at Breda in 1575 and at Cologne in 1579, it was vetoed by the insurgents as insufficient. When advocating peace negotiations, the Ghent leader Jan van Hembyze thought that Philip II would allow the same conditions as his father had done in the Peace of Augsburg. The Antwerp burgomaster Marnix de Sainte-Aldegonde also tried to convince Farnese that “real clemency” consisted of permitting things that went against one’s heart and opinion, such as freedom of religion. According to Michel de Waele, Alexander Farnese was therefore “stronger and wiser” than the French Henri IV, whose clemency involved far-reaching concessions to the Reformed. Still, during the reconciliation period, many Protestant and better-off citizens emigrated to the Dutch Republic, the Holy Roman Empire, France, or England. The concession of the ius emigrandi thus proved detrimental to Farnese’s policy of reviving the economies of reconquered cities. From an economic point of view, the concession of ius emigrandi made his position weaker, not stronger.

The ultimate aim of the ius emigrandi was still to encourage conversion and reconciliation to the Catholic Church, to underpin a broader Counter Reformation, and ultimately to implement Tridentine Catholicism. In cities that did not receive a reconciliation period, citizens were required to convert immediately. In Bruges, the city council decided in 1587 to amend the seventh article of its treaty of reconciliation to insist now on the reconversion of all citizens to the Catholic Church within a month, “as it was

---


55 Marnix de Sainte-Aldegonde to Richardot, 14/07/1585: AGR PEA 586 fo. 30, see BCRH (3e s.) 9 349-352 (no. 17).

always dangerous for a *res publica* to treat heretics too leniently, as they always desired rebellion and revolt.” Generally, Catholic priests and bishops were pleased with citizens’ apparent willingness to be reconciled, especially when the number of conversions peaked at the end of the period of reconciliation. The Antwerp bishop Laevinus Torrentius noted 1,500 conversions five days after the end of the reconciliation term, 1,800 some weeks later, 3,000 three months later, and 6,000 two years later. Degrees of opportunism and abuse were present, but the bishop made an effort to identify and punish fraud.

Farnese himself tried hard to engage good priests and preachers, trained in the arts of religious conversion and able to explain doctrine “in detail.” The governor organized special meetings between bishops, magistrates, and members of the mendicant orders, particularly the Jesuits and the Capuchins, to discuss how to bring the “multitude of heretics” back on to the right path. In his opinion, unskilled preachers could do more harm than good. He took a personal interest in the restoration of sacred places and the return of church property to the clergy, a process described in depth by Andrew Spicer. The magistracy of Ghent had tried to retain confiscated church properties, but Farnese argued that everybody, including the clergy, should get their property back. Moreover, he forced the reconciled city councils to pay for the renovation of clerical properties. In 1586, Pope Sixtus V rewarded the governor with the distinction of a papal sword and hat, despite the fact that he had granted some concessions to the Reformed. Therefore, at the height of his campaign, Farnese had achieved

---

57 Philip II to Olivares, 22/10/1584: AGS E 945 fo. 6 (minute); *Acte du duc de Parme portant approbation d’une résolution des bourgmestres et échevins de la ville de Bruges par laquelle il était enjoint aux réformés de revenir au giron de l’Eglise catholique dans le délai d’un mois, à peine d’avoir à sortir de la ville*, 26/1/1587: AGR PEA 587 fo. 259 (copy), see AGR PEA 189, fo. 109 (copy).


59 Farnese to Hauchinus, 6/10/1585: AGR PEA 1806 unnumbered leaf, see Lefèvre, *CPb III*, 58-59 (137) and *Instructions to Hauchinus and Vendeville*, 31/10/1585: AGR PEA 192/7 unnumbered leaf.


61 Again, the governor tried to mobilize as many bishops and clerics as possible for this reconciliation process: One bishop, Rythovius, died in the process of reconsecrating *églises et lieux saints*; Farnese to Philip II, 30/11/1583: AGR PEA 187 fos. 209-210 (minute).
his wishes: the restitution of the citadel of Piacenza, the election as Knight of the Golden Fleece, and the honor of papal distinctions.

IV

The way that rebel pamphlets disputed the promises, concessions and clemency of Philip II and his governor Farnese shows that the new Habsburg strategy was perceived as credible by parts of the population, or at least, that the insurgents felt obliged to respond to it.62 Un gentilhomme amateur de la patrie et du repos publicque, most probably Marnix de Sainte-Aldegonde, a key advisor to the Prince of Orange and burgomaster of Antwerp at its fall, acknowledged the royal strategy of clemency, but he was convinced that this was a temporary expedient and that the King would still seek revenge in the end. And had Homer and King Solomon not warned never to underestimate the possibility of royal vengeance?63 Another pamphlet discussed at length a letter from Philip II to Farnese recommending the use of pardon and reconciliation. But, the pamphleteer argued, Philip’s clemency was only a ploy to disguise his desire for war and destruction. Habsburg leniency (soeticheyt) was a trap.64 Yet another author, a bon patriot et bourgeois de la ville de Gand, pointed out that the proffered clemency was useless, as it did not include a pardon for the Reformed, and claimed that the King acted on the principle that haereticis non est servanda fides.65 The States of Holland also denounced Farnese’s “virtues” as the dissembling of a Machiavellian prince.66 In turn, Farnese urged citizens not to believe these rumors and reiterated his offer of pardon and amnesty, promising entière oubliance.67

64 M.P.v.B., Copie des Briefs gesonden …, see footnote 6.
65 “La religion est en son endroit une faute inexpiable & l’abjuration de son nom un péché irremissible”; Response d’un bon patriot et bourgeois de la ville de Gand (...); s.n., n.p., 1583 (Knuttel 633-634, TEMPO 30604).
67 Farnese to the dean of the archers’ guild in Antwerp, 13/11/1584: BLL Ms. Add. 33.954 fos. 29-30.
For these reasons, Alexander Farnese’s most recent biographer, Juan Carlos Losada, characterizes his triumphs in Flanders and Brabant as “diplomatic successes” rather than military victories. Similarly, Leon van der Essen, his first scholarly biographer, depicted the Prince as both a skilful commander and a lenient diplomat. Farnese indeed always offered the possibility to negotiate, but such offers seldom led to successful and voluntary negotiations as they had in the period from 1578 until 1580. During the renewed offensive against Oudenaarde, two diplomats were sent to the city to offer a royal pardon and moderate surrender conditions. Later, the same was done in Brussels, Ghent, and Antwerp. And after the fall of Antwerp, Farnese reiterated the offer of reconciliation to the rebel cities in Holland and Zeeland. Of course, these negotiations and offers of reconciliation were strategic moves to further the aims of his campaign. Closer investigation even reveals that the governor was usually urged to proceed with negotiation offers by the main advisors in his conseil d’état, de guerre et de prince. After the French Furies for example, the governor strongly doubted whether his “just and reasonable offers” would convince the many “heretics” seeking “freedom of religion.” Nevertheless, his council decided in favor of as many offers of reconciliation as possible, both by the governor and by the reconciled advisors themselves. Such a diplomatic solution was mostly advocated by the Walloon noblemen who had been reconciled with the King in 1579 and who now acted as moienneurs et intercesseurs. Only in 1584 was their intervention decisive, with their peer Charles of Croÿ, governor of insurgent Bruges, where negotiations indeed prevented a lengthy siege. In most cases, however, the negotiations were prematurely aborted, as was the case in Oudenaarde, Brussels, Ghent, and Antwerp.

---

71 “pour offrir d’estre moienneurs et intercesseurs vers moy au nom de V.M. a fin de pourvoir a ladite reconciliation,” quoted from Farnese to Philip II, 25/01/1583: AGR PEA 187 fos. 134-140 (minute).
So not the negotiations, but the discourse of royal and personal clemency was pivotal in Farnese’s strategy of reconciliation. The power of pardon was a royal prerogative, but the governor gradually turned the granting of clemency and pardon into personal propaganda. In Ypres, the governor referred to the royal preference for clemency over rigor, while stressing that he pardoned the citizens and would henceforth treat them equally to those who had already pledged allegiance to the King. In Oudenaarde and in Diksmuide he promised not to prosecute anybody for past crimes. It is hardly surprising that the Conseil Privé protested against this usurpation of the royal prerogative of pardon. This new discourse of clemency and reconciliation enabled Farnese to undermine rebel political theory and propaganda, which denounced the innate cruelty of the Spaniards. As in classical and humanist thought, clemency served as the antonym of tyranny and cruelty, and it helped to dissociate Farnese’s policy from the Alba regime and the associations of Spanish tyranny. As Caesar had shown, many victories should include clemency. Farnese’s steady string of triumphs belied Alba’s old fear that clemency could be interpreted as a sign of weakness. Farnese was well aware of the challenge of this kind of propaganda, as shown by his refusal to send out royal letters with the word réduction, asking for new ones with the word réconciliation instead.77

Michel de Waele has argued that the treaties of reconciliation with Farnese could be considered “contrats de fidélité,” in which reciprocal pardon

74 Capitulation accordée par le prince de Parme aux gouverneur, magistrat, gens de guerre et bourgeois de la ville d’Audenaerde, 5/07/1582: AGR PEA 591 fos. 37v-39, see BCRH Série III, 13 (1872), 75-77(CCCXXXIX), 76; Points et articles accordés par le prince de Parme aux officiers et soldats ainsi qu’aux magistrat, bourgeois, manants et habitants de la ville de Dixmude, 31/07/1583: AGR PEA 591 fos. 46v-47, see BCRH Série III, 13 (1871), 79-80 (CCCXXXI).
75 Conseil Privé to Farnese, 12/09/1584: AGR PEA 1056 fos. 31-39.
77 Michel De Waele, “Entre concorde et intolérance: Alexandre Farnèse et la Pacification des Pays-Bas,” 51-70, whereas the Duke of Alba had refused to do so because he saw it as signaling equality between the parties; Alba to Chantonnay, 25/11/1568: AGS E 659 fo. 16 (copy): “y en las dichas letras no trata el emperador de perdon sino de reconciliaçion como si fuesse entre yguales.”
was crucial.\textsuperscript{78} However, Farnese’s pardon was that of a victor and the city had to accept it.\textsuperscript{79} The restitution of privileges and the pardon and oblivion were intended to lead people to forget the insurgent demand for the ratification of the Pacification of Ghent and to overlook the Act of Abjuration, on the basis of which the States General assumed wide powers and granted degrees of religious toleration. Moreover, the offer of clemency only worked when Farnese was strong on the battlefield and thus did not yield success anymore after 1586. In any case, the threat of war and of mutiny was the most potent argument for cities finally to accept the clemency of the Habsburg governor and return to royal obedience. Clemency was the carrot, warfare the stick. Even when negotiations were started, they were broken off when citizens were prepared to continue their fight for more honorable conditions of surrender. The offer of negotiation and the granting of a pardon and oblivion may thus not have facilitated the capitulation itself, but it supported the subsequent reconciliation process. Nonetheless, many citizens, and especially Protestants, did not accept the “clement offers” and decided to depart from the reconquered territory to seek a safe haven elsewhere. As a result, Antwerp for example was left with only half of its original population, and in an economically deplorable state. There was less such emigration when the Republic (re)conquered some of the cities that had previously been under royal authority, allowing equally full pardon, restitution of most privileges and some degrees of toleration.\textsuperscript{80} As a result, the Dutch Revolt was not only a civil dispute concerning the legitimacy of the \textit{ius resistendi} against the King, but also concerning the appropriate conditions for reconciliation with him.

V

To conclude, then, if we are in the process of reassessing the Grand Narrative of the Dutch Revolt, the archetypal antagonism between the Habsburg


dynasty and the Dutch cities should also be reconsidered through contextual political analysis. The Spanish Habsburg governors were willing to reassess their own policies and those of their predecessors. In this context, Farnese proved a skilful strategist indeed, wanting to prevent his regime from being associated with that of Alba. Still, each treaty of capitulation and reconciliation was forged on the battlefield as well as around the conference table, and as a result, capitulation treaties included clauses to which Farnese agreed only reluctantly. The analysis above has shown that the treaties signed during Farnese’s campaign therefore to some extent diverged from the traditional “Burgundian scenario of repression,” as well as from the pan-European struggle between “voracious states” and “obstructing cities.” Most (but not all) of the treaties concluded between cities and Farnese show at least four remarkable sets of clauses. Firstly, even if the governor did reserve to the King the right to destroy the city, he aimed to keep the reconquered city unharmed so that the economy could revive as quickly as possible. Secondly, he granted full pardon to the city and its citizens. Thirdly, rather than curtailing urban privileges, he restored them in full, even if he often required further clarification. Fourthly, despite Farnese’s reluctance, there was no insistence on immediate orthodoxy or reconciliation with the Catholic Church. So the age-old antagonism between rulers and cities took place at a much more subtle level during this campaign. Fines were often replaced by subsidies for the restoration of ecclesiastical property. The restitution of the city’s privileges did not exclude exceptional procedures for the establishment of a new city council or later rounds of clarification. The temporary *ius emigrandi* in fact aimed ultimately at Catholic uniformity and Tridentine orthodoxy. So, even if some rebel pamphlets went as far as recognizing Farnese’s clemency, they could easily warn of the threat of a Spanish *reconquista*, a Spanish inquisition and a Machiavellian prince. In the end, many citizens did not accept the terms of the treaties and chose to emigrate, an option offered by the capitulation treaties themselves. This confirms again that the Dutch Revolt showed striking features of a civil war, in which there was contention not only about the conditions of revolt but also of reconciliation.
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